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South Dakota State University 
 

American Government (POLS 100) 
 
 
Concepts addressed: 
Political parties: roles and functions, the causes and effects of having a two-party system, minor parties, 
and the organization and membership of the political parties; and interest groups: characteristics and 
activities of interest groups, the effects of interest groups and Political Action Committees (PAC's) on the 
political process 

 
 

Political Parties (Chapter 11) 

1. What is a party? 
 
Key's tripartite definition 
Downs' definition: a team of candidates and their supporters who run under a party label and 
seek to win elective office 

2. Why do we have a Two-Party System? Why do we have only two major political parties? 

Institutional 
PR vs. SMD pluralism 
Direct primary 
Ballot access 
Presidential campaign finance  

Social 
Dualism 
Ideological moderation 
Lack of labor movement 

3. Do the parties differ? 

4. How are the parties organized? 

Partisan Realignment 

1. How does party system form and reform? What is partisan realignment? Definition: A new 
cross-cutting issue that divides the electorate. 

 
2. What is the history of the American party system? 

Period Two major parties; minor parties/movement (dominant issue) 

1820s to 1850s Democrats and Whigs (tariffs) 

1860 to 1896 Republicans, Democrats; abolitionists (slavery, race) 

1896 to 1930s Republicans, Democrats; Populists (free silver, big trusts) 

1930s to 19?? Democrats,   Republicans;   Progressives,   Socialists (role of federal 
government in the economy) 
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3. Note the frequency of realignments. Why every generation (approx. 32-36 years)? 

4. What happened in 1960s?  Was there a partisan realignment?  What about today? Are we in the 
midst of realignment? 

Interest Groups 

1. What are interest groups? 
2. Who governs? 
  Elite 
  Pluralist 

3. Why do people join groups? 
Exchange Theory 

4. Who belongs to interest groups?   Describe the characteristics of people who join 
organizations. 

5. What do interest groups do? 
The "Inside" Game - directly affect decision 
The "Outside" Game - indirectly influence decision 

 


